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A medical expert was terminated by one of her employers after raising concerns about the safety of COVID-19 vaccines during an event held by a
U.S. senator, according to newly disclosed documents.

Dr. Renata Moon, a pediatrician, poses for a picture in Washington on July 28, 2023. (Madalina Vasiliu/The Epoch Times)

After Dr. Renata Moon (who will appear on "American Thought Leaders" premiering Mon. Aug. 30, 7:30pm ET) testified during the December
2022 event on Capitol Hill, Washington State University officials told her that they were alerting a state medical commission because she
allegedly promoted misinformation, one of the documents shows.

The Washington Medical Commission (WMC) has said that doctors who offer misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines, treatments, and
preventative measures "erode the public trust in the medical profession and endanger patients," that people should lodge complaints against
doctors who allegedly provide misinformation, and that it may revoke the licenses of doctors who are found to have spread misinformation.

Drs. Jeff Haney and James Record, Washington State University officials, referenced the commission in a letter to Dr. Moon dated March 3, 2023.

"The WMC has asked the public and practitioners to report possible spread of misinformation. There are components of your
presentation that could be interpreted as a possible spread," they wrote. "As such, we are ethically obligated to make a report to the
WMC to investigate possible breach of this expectation."

The university informed Dr. Moon in June 2023 that it was effectively firing her by not renewing her appointment as a clinical associate professor of
medicine, according to other documents reviewed by The Epoch Times.

"At this time, the needs of the college are moving in a different direction and your participation is no longer required," Drs.
Haney and Record wrote.

More detailed reasoning was not provided.

"This is not about my personal situation with the school. This is about freedom of speech for all Americans," Dr. Moon told The
Epoch Times in an email.

"We must create an ethical healthcare system that is concerned only with the well being of individual patients and not the financial
interests of massive corporations. We are dealing with conflicts of interest that are larger than any of us ever imagined."

Testimony
Sen. Ron Johnson (R-Wis.) convened Dr. Moon and other experts, including Drs. Peter McCullough and Robert Malone, to talk about COVID-19
vaccines. The event was titled, "COVID-19 Vaccines: What They Are, How They Work, and Possible Causes of Injuries."

Dr. Moon testified that she had only seen two or three cases of myocarditis, a form of heart inflammation, while practicing for more than 20 years.
But after the COVID-19 vaccines were rolled out, she said, she has been seeing more cases, and heard about others from fellow doctors.

"There's clearly been a massive increase," Dr. Moon said.

Dr. Moon also pulled out the package insert for the vaccines, or a piece of paper that typically outlines warnings, ingredients, and other information
for a vaccine. The insert for the COVID-19 vaccines has no information and says, "intentionally blank," the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
has acknowledged.

"How am I to give informed consent to parents when this is what I have?" Dr. Moon said.

Regulators say people can access the information that is usually on the paper on the administration's website. One of the vaccine manufacturers
has said that the COVID-19 vaccine inserts were left blank because the information was being updated during the COVID-19 pandemic.

"I have a government telling me that I have to say 'safe and effective' and if I don't, my license is at threat. We're seeing an uptick in
myocarditis. We're seeing an uptick in adverse reactions. We have trusted these regulatory agencies—I have—for my entire career up
until now," Dr. Moon testified.

"Something is extremely wrong, and that is the anecdotal story that I have."

Myocarditis is caused by the COVID-19 vaccines, U.S. officials have confirmed. The heart inflammation primarily affects younger males and can
cause death.

"It's my obligation to speak out. It's the obligation of any physician who thinks that there is a problem with a product to speak about that
product, whether, honestly, whether they're right or wrong," Dr. Moon said on EpochTV's "ATL: Now."

"And in this case, everything I said was completely factual."

Other Concerns

Drs. Haney and Record claimed Dr. Moon failed to request and report an absence in order to travel to Washington and testify on the panel, which
would violate faculty rules.

They also said that Dr. Moon did not make clear she was not speaking on behalf of Washington State University, another possible rule violation, and
that other parts of the roundtable were "inconsistent with expectations of the evidence-based medical education expected in developing a future
generation of physicians."

They added, "The expressed views will require us to review your teaching assignments in the frame of the education of our students."

Emails reviewed by The Epoch Times show Dr. Moon did not list the university in a bio she provided Mr. Johnson's office. The bio stated that her
views were her own and that she was not speaking on behalf of any institutions with which she has or is affiliated.

Mr. Johnson, in introducing Dr. Moon, did not mention any institution but also did not mention the latter part of the bio.

Dr. Moon's placard did not list an institution. One of the video streams of the panel listed Washington State University. A university investigator noted
that in one email.

"I was unaware of this happening and did everything in my power to prevent it by sending the press release and making sure not to
mention the name of any employer either with my words or on the cardboard placard in front of me," Dr. Moon told The Epoch Times.

According to other emails, Dr. Moon requested substitutes for Dec. 6, 2021, and Dec. 8, 2021, the days before and after the panel. She was not
scheduled to teach on the day of the panel. University employees responded to the messages by saying they were looking for or had found
substitutes, and the university investigator confirmed that substitutes were ultimately found for both days.

"I did it the way we've always done it. My senior physicians approved it; we had substitutes for my classes," Dr. Moon told The
Epoch Times.

A university spokesman declined to comment on the situation.

"As a matter of policy WSU does not comment on personnel matters," the spokesman told The Epoch Times via email.

It's unclear if the university ultimately referred Dr. Moon to the medical commission. Dr. Moon is part of a lawsuit against the commission for
enforcing its misinformation statement without proper adoption. She says the threat of having her license revoked caused her to not renew her
license and has impacted her constitutional right to free speech.

Trend?
Dr. Moon said she's concerned about medical schools no longer serving as venues for discussion and critical thinking.

She recalled being called into the office of a superior over student complaints. She learned that the students complained about Dr. Moon noting
correctly that some information about the COVID-19 vaccines was unknown, such as where in the body the ingredients were distributed and
whether they would cause certain health problems.

"I just engaged in some critical thinking with my students. I thought it was something that we're supposed to do in discussion
groups, and they had asked me, right?" Dr. Moon said.

"They said that I had caused them trauma and harm by telling them that the vaccines might not be 100 percent safe. Again, these are
medical students. This is a medical school. Nothing is 100 percent safe, not even aspirin is 100 percent safe. Everything has the potential
for a reaction. So to have that be a complaint against me really surprised me and it really concerned me."

Another complaint related to how Dr. Moon, after students asked how her week in the clinic had gone, relayed how she had seen anxious and
depressed children.

Dr. Moon attributed the problems to the harsh lockdowns imposed in Washington state, like much of the country, and questioned why those policies
were put into place when children face little risk from COVID-19.

"I just said to my students, I think we need to rethink this masking that we're doing and the social distancing and isolating, I
wonder if CDC has considered that we need to think about isolating our more vulnerable in our communities and keeping them
more safe and keeping them at home but letting our kids go out there," Dr. Moon said, referring to the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.

"My students again stated that they were traumatized and harmed by that discussion, in a discussion group in a graduate-level medical school," Dr.
Moon said. "This is happening nationwide. Our students have lost that ability, I think, to tolerate critical thinking, and to hear perspectives that are
different than the main narrative or the main party line that is being pushed."
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This is all you need to know about the vaccine. It's so bad that employers must fire their employees that speak truth.
crypto_master
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PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

True.  WA state really bad.  I stopped using masks about 2-3 months in and got backlash from many folks.  Most would not
engage in discussion as they didn’t want to hear an opposing viewpoint.  Some, however, were grateful for an example of
peaceful resistance and critical thinking.  My two cents.

Owen Kellogg
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You must immediately sneeze and cough
cocoa2000
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Wrong Think is intolerable. Thought Crime will be punished.
Creative_Destruct
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Wall of lead trumps rock , paper and sissors
cocoa2000
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3 days ago

"A 700,000 person study from Israel showed that the double vaccinated were 27 times more likely to get
reinfected with COVID, and data from England, Scotland, and northern countries in Europe show tripled
vaccinated were more likely to die.”…

https://twitter.com/richardursomd/status/1617965413589192705

Z Free
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Criminality and corruption are the foundation of America, if you don't like it you will be arrested and incarcerated
into the corrupted penal system. If you do like it you can become a member of the Democrapic party and apply
for a job in the White House.

Gargolic
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3 days ago (Edited)

Doctors kill 250,000 to 500,000 people via "mistakes" each year.

Looks like the next gen of docs are going to make those numbers look small.

Bacon's Rebellion
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When I first moved up here I was in eastern WA.  Masks were still all the rage.  Walmart asked that you wear them.  So, I
did.  One hanging off each ear, since doubling up was in vogue.  I made a lot of enemies, and even more friends, that day.

Implied Violins
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Mockery will triumph! 
Citoyen
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I never had the nerve to do it but I think it'd be cool to wear just a Lone Ranger mask and see if that shuts 'em up
TearAlongTheDottedLion
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Wear striped trousers and jacket, and carry a bag marked 'swag'.
HowdyDoody
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Same. Although in Oregon here .

Maskaholics everywhere here.

CatInTheHat
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Tried to warn my lesbo sister in Bend, OR late 2020 she maybe shouldn't be so quick to get the jab. She got a little
nasty and called me an anti-vaxxer, etc. etc. 

Still don't talk but saw a picture of her in 2022 sporting an obvious facial paralysis with the right side of her face
drooping badly.  

Since queer folks became the pets of the establishment they're happy to be their attack dogs, no matter what. 

 

Gwar6.0
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Doesn’t bill gates own Washington?

Dadbod
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his daughter wanted to ride horses in florida like 15 years ago. And he wanted Ca waterfront three years ago. and an
apartment in NYC for her & her hubby last year. Seattle is wrecked so he punched out.......   looking for new places to
ruin is a full-time calling. Seattle is Amazonville now.  

peippe
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Isn't this the same university in Eastern Washington the accused psycho serial college killer went to, where it was said
he drove back and forth a short ways to cross state lines into Idaho? Yes, I thought so.

 

 

LGBFJB Community

They also said that Dr. Moon did not make clear she was not speaking on behalf of Washington
State University, .....

Kohberger had completed his first semester as a doctoral student in WSU’s criminal justice
program earlier this month, WSU officials said in an email Friday. The Washington State
University Police Department assisted Idaho law enforcement officials in the execution of
search warrants at Kohberger’s apartment and office Friday, which are both located on the
WSU campus, the school said.





1 Reply

PREMIUM 2 days ago

Funking neighborhood called the gd State Po Po on me. WHY, refusing to cease my daily 50# ruck sack 5 miler during the
lockdown beullla bs. AS a proud Veteran USN Hospital Corpsman  clad in Military issue USMC Danner RAT boots. Toe to
heel swiftly marching totin a  USMC 3 Day Assault Pack. IT being full of railroad car couplers, Railroad Spikes, and rocks.
A beautiful collection picked up in 48 states , I she it you not. I stopped stood at attention delivered  smart snap proper
salute and kept on huffing it. State Trooper sharply saluted back and rolled on by. 

PeterPanski
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The CDC and the entire medical establishment along with public officials have already taken care of that.

Albfuct

erode the public trust in the medical profession and endanger patients,"
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The synthetic mRNA carried on lipid nanoparticles appears to be resistant to breakdown by human ribonucleases by
design so the product would be long-lasting and produce the protein product of interest for a considerable time period...it
is a big problem when the protein is the pathogenic SARS-CoV-2 Spike.

Z Free
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https://veryvirology.substack.com/p/igg4-antibody-class-switch-end-of

 

 

 

 

Market Pulse

However, SARS-CoV-2 is emphatically not that: the spike alone is incredibly damaging,
proteins produced by the virus cause a lesser level of inflammation in their own right, and
uncontrolled replication of almost any pathogen inevitably leads to organ failure and death due
to cell damage and dysfunction alone.

 IgG4 antibodies act to suppress the innate immune system as well as the adaptive: they bind
to FcγRIIB complexes on cell surfaces that variously deactivate and destroy immune responses
and cells, they bind to the virions themselves, they bind to CD4 T-cells and dendritic cells, and
and they even bind to the signal cascade transducers of the complement immune system;
everywhere they go, the message is loud and clear. Nothing to see here. Please disperse.
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"They said that I had caused them trauma and harm by telling them that the vaccines might not be 100 percent safe."  These
are future doctors!  That they need to be told that nothing is 100% safe is bad enough, how are they going to react when
presented with a life or death situation with incomplete information? These people are dangerous, and the school is training
them to be so.  Never accept a doctor from WSU.

MaxDemon
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

I’m on my way out of Commiefornia to Florida.  Tomorrow’s stop is Tucson and a couple of days with daughter, her husband
and granddaughter.  The bullshit on the left coast has driven me off.

OlderOldPhart
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Acceptance of the non vaccine for a virtual virus separates the sheep from the goats.

It's more of a poll then anything else. The bonus is the dead can't complain.

Sick Monkey
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Best mask I got then lost:  a full face mask of Darth Vader.

Never got any complaints from it either!

MaF
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The people who fired her should be culled.
t0mmyBerg
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I can now see how an entire generation of Chinese children was able to rat out their parents for "wrongthink" even when doing so
left them orphans.  Reminder:  when payback time comes, start with the teachers first.

Implied Violins
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Start with the ones with biggest noses and tiniest hats
Baconeggs
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Like Chairman Xi? His mother ratted him out.
BGen. Jack Ripper
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3 days ago (Edited)

 bankers first
cocoa2000
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Best to leave them for dessert.  If you get them first, it spoils the rest of the meal.
Implied Violins
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Pol Pot sent the professionally qualified too the killing fields.
GreatUncle
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They had no way to defend themselves.
DeathMerchant
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evidence, if any were needed, that men get PMT too.
Juche Tony
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The media should be first in line. If it wasn't for their POS biased reporting the US wouldn't be the big shhhyte show that it
now is. Like Uncle Adolf's Guh Stoppo their last words before lighting the fire to burn them at the stake these lairs who got
their rocks off making up and printing lies will say "I was just following orders."

not dead yet
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I’ve been in practice 25 years and her experience with medical students reinforces my own with newly minted physicians and
nurses, Snowflakes who cannot think and handle criticism.

FO64836
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not just physicians and nurses. I've also noticed since the vaccines rolled out, people are terribly sensitive like children. it's
very odd. 

Toomuchtruth
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The vaxxed people I know really have undergone personality changes. I had one person stand next to me once and finally
say “ I just want to feel normal again “. Wow, I’m glad I couldn’t hear the noise in that head. 
 

can’t say I’ve met anyone who regrets not getting it. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist
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I simply mentioned the possibility at wthat lebrons kid was due to vax and dude went apoplectic.

scary 

generalisimo
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Many are still under the effects of the fear based propaganda.  That combined with a violent denial of their incorrect
decision (they injured themselves, or worse their own children and cannot accept it).

They react aggressively and double down on the obviously wrong "official narrative". This is a part of what is
pushing the coordinated moves towards censorship (particularly of social media and independent media).

Frito
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3 days ago

the psychology of fear was rolled out to perfection, and was much stronger than I thought (not on me, I'm
immune to it). Govts worldwide told everyone for months they were about to die, then offered jabs as a "I can
take this fear away for you". Then they reintroduced the fear to push the jabs.

Every time we show them a snippet of truth, they start being afraid again, and hate the person making them afraid
(ie us).

Juche Tony
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PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

Details? LeBron’s kid was absolutely unequivocally the vaccine. Top HS prospect went to SC the prior year and
same thing happened. Heart attack at practice.

Dadbod
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My son had a decades long best friend. Even after marriage and having kids the families regularly got together.
Saturday nights were always a get together for the families. Until best bud got his covid shots. Changed his personality
and the son cut him loose. It's been well known, but never brought up by the mainstream media, that many had
personality changes after the jab.

not dead yet
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Had a slightly awkward few days with college friends. They thought I was insane for not getting jabbed. They didn't
demand it of me and that's why we are still friends. But the mood had an element of a stale fart hanging in the room.

Krink26
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reminds me of elderly people having a bad dementia day. It must by amyloid plaque in the brains, from misfolded proteins
post jab. They're dumb, angry and humourless.

I get a snapshot every summer from working online at a UK university, and the same managers who were funny and
competent, as well as being kind, are rapidly becoming stupid, nasty and getting everything wrong. And this is only after
one year post jab (+ boosters).

Juche Tony
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They’ve destroyed public trust in medicine. My nephew is a pulmonologist and true believer- he refuses to recant his
mistaken ideology regardless of evidence.

BGen. Jack Ripper
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Your nephew can believe all he wants even the false science.

In the end his clientele is going to shrink through deaths.

GreatUncle
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He’s a fucking fruitcake, I’ll only see him at funerals. He literally laughed at me in a family setting for refusing the vax
and taking “horse paste”.

BGen. Jack Ripper
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A pulmonologist who doesn't know the mainstream application of Ivermectin for conditions like malaria?  The world
of medicine is f---ed.

Lance Boyle
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He’s a half-a-loaf doctor, an DO vs MD, because he was too embarrassed to use his Cherokee card.
BGen. Jack Ripper
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one of our cats had a bad case of parasites, I suggested ivermectin to the vet. He said "that stuff will kill her". The
brainwashing runs deep.

Juche Tony
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Well, BGen. Jack Ripper, if you took Ivermectin then you were already owned by the vaxers, because

THERE WAS NEVER ANY SUCH THING AS COVID19, BUT YOU FELL FOR IT JUST AS THE VAXERS FELL
FOR THE DEATH SHOT. 

In the UK the government's own register of 'births-marriages-and deaths' said there were no more deaths in 2020
than in the previous 10 years. The county councils said there were no more burials or cremations in their area than
for the previous 10 years. The national association of undertakers and funeral directors said they didn't do any more
business than in the previous ten years.

SO WHERE THE HELL WAS THE PANDEMIC AND COVID 19 ???!!!!

I rest my case.

deadcat2
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

Whatever they did to the virus plus the shots killed a lot of people and damaged and disabled a lot if people. 

m1ssanthrope
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

Trust, like respect, must be earned.

Joshua2415
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My SIL is a nurse who gives the vaxx to vets.  Same way.  Except I'm actually "dangerous" because I'm a "master of
disinformation".  I'll be the first one she squeals to authorities about when the next vaxx is forced on us all.

Implied Violins
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People can be VERY stupid despite evidence that bears the jab as deadly.

I say let them get all the jabs they want  

CatInTheHat
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Even when the hoax is “officially” revealed, true believers will never recant.
BGen. Jack Ripper
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What is SIL?
BorgNine
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

Sister in law I’m guessing

MED85259
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A female surgeon I know, I gave her the information and told her of the dangers. She said she did her own research, then
said she had practiced medicine overseas and had been vaccinated for everything, this one  would not hurt her. 

I think her brain fog and tremors say otherwise. 

acett
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Yeah, because as all medical professionals and experts know, all vaccines are the same thing. If one is safe, all of them
are safe. It is Science, you know.

I have no sympathy for those people, none whatsoever.

BorgNine
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Newly minted --> newly shitted

FIFY.

Gloobus Floobus
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When the best response to a reasoned and logical statement is to censor or fire the speaker, the speaker has already won the
argument. 

Raider of the lost cause
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Surprised that she wasn't also censured for not stating her pronouns on her name tag or placard.
Waldorf
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Wait for it.
The Merovingian
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If she had publicly identified as a black trans man who was chest-binding daily prior to an upcoming double mastectomy
before telling her vaxxxine truths, WSU would have been in a bind...

Gloobus Floobus
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"Dr. Moon said she's concerned about medical schools no longer serving as venues for discussion and critical thinking."

Oh please...the "Medical Schools" are literally RUN BY Pfizer, Inc. I mean, the GD AMA says that a dude wearing a dress is a
"woman", and that cutting off the penis of a child is "the right thing to do."

Dumpster Elite
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The question here is were students triggered or were a few hand picked by the administrators to lodge complaints or get
their azzes thrown out of school. When cheater Lia started swimming with the females the ladies were told by the admin
keep your mouth shut or else. Over the years many students who didn't believe the kayrap they were being fed by the profs
had to stay quiet or they were out in the street with zero prospects of getting into another college.

not dead yet
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

The woke universities must be allowed to implode. A parallel system of accreditation must rise from the garbage heap of
the CDC and AMA 

m1ssanthrope
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Traumatized and harmed by a discussion, that is pathetic.
MoonWatcher
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3 days ago

It's bullshit.
Savvy
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Yeah they are liars. Nobody could be "traumatised" by what Doctor Moon said.
acementhead
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Libunist NPC-MDs could convince themselves they are "traumatized" by anything.  They get so used to lying to
themselves that lying to others is completely natural.  

Gloobus Floobus
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We need to stop idolizing doctors. And I don't take orders doctor, I make informed decisions.
Fully Incazzated
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There's pills for that. /s
Regicidal Tendencies
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As Ed Dowd recently said they're all in on the fraud and now they're in cover-up mode. It's not going to get any better until people
start going to prison. Eventually we're going to see some people take matters into their own hands for family members or
spouses that have been royally fucked over by the shots, or worse yet killed by them.

Dickweed Wang
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I think bereaved of dead vaxxed are going to kill some of these people in revenge.

Nothing to do with me ... popcorn and soda all the way.

If ever called for jury service the person walks too.

GreatUncle
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3 days ago

This ^^^
Krink26
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Absolutely This.
Blinkyandvulnerable
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+1,000
57WarChild
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Not just the shots but the mandates, children masked, shutdown, persecutions, trucker strikes, financial cancelling, mass
firings...there is so much pressure being built up something is going to pop.

Temporalist
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I hope she sues and is awarded a huge punitive amount on top of her lost wages.  
Juanbonito
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PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

The US Congress, every last one of them, are cold blooded murders of US citizens.

Independent Thinker
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

Well, maybe not Rand Paul.

Joshua2415





3 Reply
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He is a pathetic ineffectual wimp.

In a way, he's worse because he does know better.

They can all strongly complain. Yawn. Nothing changes. He's a sell out with the rest if them.

Bigly
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wonder if any of them took the jab
Ratfish
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Doubt it.

I wonder if any died of COVID-19? Many are older. 

That user name is already taken
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Not the covid jab anyway. They had to take some kind of jab or face the wrath of the propagandized public. So like our
beloved and wonderful prezzydent the honorable Chyna Joho they got the same saline injection he did. We assume Joe
got saline. Could have been a vial full of uppers to keep Joe upright. 

Recently saw an interview with a researcher who keeps tabs on vaccine batches. What she found was certain covid
batches had normal results but others had huge numbers of adverse effects. As she said the bad stuff could be even
worse as lots of adverse effects don't get reported.

not dead yet
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There's a few exceptions.   And probably quite a few who knew the plan was deadly and simply refused to see it.

Now of course they all know and yet no real objection.  So some deserve the death penalty, some merely life without
possibility of parole. 

Plus Rand Paul and a couple-handful more whose names don't come to mind. 

Zorch
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Stalinist-maoist tactics 

Today you lose your job, tomorrow your head

Baconeggs
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2A is there for a reason.
Krink26
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It is all an IQ test
Attila the Fun
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Jeopardy is for iq. When under stress, its EQ
cocoa2000
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True. Few people have wisdom today and just follow orders. Plenty of high IQ people took this shot “ so they could travel
“ or my favorite: “ so they could have their freedom “ Sad really. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist
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Si they could eat at the restaurant. My neighborhood restaurant which was restricted to the vaccinated has closed.
Sad but satisfying. You only lost 20% of your customers, now you're broke, like Bud Light.

Fully Incazzated
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Correct!  It is EQ. Thank you for the clarification. 
Attila the Fun
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I just enjoy the intellectual from the zh crowd. When i try that on yt or fakebook,,its self torture. I have to constantly
remind myself i am in "gen pop" , pun intended

cocoa2000
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And when facing a totalitarian psy-op orchestrated by luciferian globunist elitists and their traitors-in-arms and bought-
and-paid-for useful idiots, it's discernment, including spiritual discernment.  

Gloobus Floobus
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People forget, the hospitals made more money per mRNA injection than did the pharmaceutical corporations about twice as
much, hence the doctors and nurses singing and dancing on the graves of the people they MURDERED. They want the evidence
to be buried as fast as possible, catch is myocarditis is s long term killer, many of those who got will die over the next 5 to 7
years, long term prospects are not good, this is the reason for the great concern, most survive the initial attack but of them, half
die over the medium term, they will suffer more heart attacks. There is real panic, the government many have given the
pharmaceutical corporations a corrupt escape from liability but ohhh nooes they did not give the hospitals, doctors and nurses
who injected it one. So tell me doctor/nurse, why did you inject a drug that the manufacturer would not warrant for safety or
efficacy, how much money did you make doing that. The manfucturer clearly indicated it was not safe to use nor effective by their
lack of willingness to that legal reponsibility for what they were selling, so why were you so willing, were the profits just too great
for you to ignore.

rtb61
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the government will never take responsibility: govts always throw everyone else under the bus first. And Pfizer is more
powerful than individual nurses, so they are the ones who'll be sued.

Juche Tony
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Given that time frame we're looking at a 2025-2028 range.

Hey let the next President try and clean up the mess!

MaF
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COVID-19 vaccine inserts were left blank because the information was being updated during the COVID-19 pandemic

So much for informed consent.

Get vaxxed and boosted while we update the serious or fatal side effects in the future when we get around to testing the product
or never.

Rabbi Zero
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It’s not a vaccine it’s a BioWeapon..!
Skip59
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A Bioweapon Indeed and Covid Was 'Premeditated Domestic Terrorism', an 'Act of Biological & Chemical Warfare'…

https://rumble.com/v2q0at0-david-martin-covid-is-premeditated-domestic-terrorism-an-act-of-biological-.html

Z Free
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You have to inject it before you find out what’s in it…or how it kills you. 
Aspergers or Sociopath
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Is that you Nancy?
Albfuct
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The FDA revealed the adverse events in their video that was shown for a fraction of a second whilst the commentator
refused to mention them.

You had too frame by frame freeze the list too read it.

That somehow the FDA thought this was a good way too conceal the truth ... and there it is they concealed the truth.

There was no need for them to do that but they did!

GreatUncle
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The slide deck is downloadable.

Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee October 22, 2020 Meeting Presentation- COVID19 CBER
Plans for Monitoring Vaccine Safety and Effectiveness

https://www.fda.gov/media/143557/download

 

HowdyDoody
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My children’s pediatrician resigned and expatriated at the start of the COVID jabs, after sending out a letter to all her patients’
families.

JaxPavan
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where'd the good Dr. go?
bigchiefdotty
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Who wants to know?
JaxPavan
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Sounds like one of the few.
MaF
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Our story so far...

Two weeks to flatten the curve.

Vax is safe and effective. 

Lockdown, vax up, or face jail.

Present an alternative view and get fired.

...does that about cover it?

 

ReichstagFireDept.
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Follow the $cience and clot and/or stroke out plus stage 4 cancer asap. 

All perpetrators get a raise and walk free. 

DoubleDumpTruck
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All perpetrators get a raise and walk free. 
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CDC: Covid Shots Caused 338x Increase in Cancers & AIDS…

https://slaynews.com/news/cdc-covid-shots-caused-338x-increase-cancers-aids/

Z Free
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Well it may be lethal and the vaxxed may be shedding.  It may be in food and the blood supply and other shots if not
medicines.  It may existentialy affect fertility.  It may change dna.  From not only my reading of scripture, those doing the
latter incurred enough wrath from God to nearly destroy the world in a flood.  

270 million Americans got at least one dose.  645 million doses.  So presumably more than one dose for 'several'.  80% of
all American men, women, children, and pregnant women.  According to cdc statistics.  Whatever that is worth.  Hopefully
not much.

Which on a side note begs the question how this was recommended for pregnant women at all when say cough medicine or
aspirin may not always be recommended similarly or for children with a nearly zero chance of contracting "covid"?

Nobody is this stupid.  Neither them nor us.  They knew what they were doing was borderline insanity at best, and many of
'us' must be under the influence of something other than gaslighting to participate to such a degree.

Which further beggars another question of what will they convince 80% of the world to do next?  Jump off a cliff for
molech?

Or maybe just blow up the world as many blithely sashay around in a daze of nothing really.  

Athenian
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My lawyer  and law professor daughter got the jab just before a planned pregnancy. The woman plans everything. 

She told me she would not take the jab. I haven't spoken to her since. I've never seen my granddaughter. 

It was effective in breaking up a family. 

acett
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Ours too. So you think it is mind control ?

m1ssanthrope
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Two weeks to flatten your pulse.  There, FIFY.
invest3
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Well that's just silly. Everyone knows that the vaccine is safe and effective.
HarryBallsack
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"Safe and effective"...nice buzzphrase...certain phuckers have used that exact same phrase multiple times in the past, e.g.:

https://fluoridealert.org/news/fluoride-safe-and-effective-expert-review/

Gloobus Floobus
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A friend of mine had a conversation with a VA doctor and he admitted he got a bonus for every patient he injected with the Covid
shots.

GoodyGumdrops
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You didn't see the coverage of that about a year ago, big health plans were doing that with all their doctors, so much per jab
yes, but bigger bonuses when you got to 50% or 60% or 70% of your patient list!  So you'd get where ONE MORE JAB was
worth like $10k.

I Write Code
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a good analogy is Ford Pinto salesmen.
Juche Tony
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LOL.  I suppose it's a standard sales spiff technique.
I Write Code
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When such doctors get home after a long day of murdering patients for profit, they relax by playing video games:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=j53Gana2cCk

Gloobus Floobus
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There is zero doubt that this vaccine is deadly. Anyone opposing the evidence, the real evidence is a GD criminal and should be
dealt with accordingly. They should all be forced to take the actual vaccine in front of verified witnesses.

DeathMerchant
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They probably already did take the vaccine.
indus creed
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Saline. They all took saline 
CatInTheHat
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The elites, yes.

Dumb-@$$ medical professionals, no. Most likely they are triple vaxed.

indus creed
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getting really tired of this whole "misinformation" bullshit
Room237
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It's a globalist initiative script being applied Worldwide.

Every western country has a 'disinfo dozen' smear list.

All the talking points and slur strategies are the same.

Blinkyandvulnerable
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Leftism is a religion.  If you don't believe, you are a heretic and anything done to you is justified.  
richsob
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the Covid jab scam destroyed the credibility of the CDC and the entire medical establishment. Now more people than ever before
are staying away from doctors , hospitals etc... 

marshmallow
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except the vacctards, which means business has never been better.
take7
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I can now understand how the intelligent people in Cambodia must have felt when Pol Pot started his killing fields campaign.
 TPTB can’t abide having intelligent, thoughtful people around.  Why?  Because intelligent people question things that don’t add
up.  The very last thing TPTB want are questions.  They want blind obedience.  We haven’t gotten to the killing fields in this
country…..yet…..but we have had hard core lefties threaten it.

Luke Kenobi
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Oh we havent gotten to the killin' fields yet?

Huh.

What were the numbers in cambodia?  It is called Koala lumpy chia now I believe.

1.5 to 2 million over 4 years.  25% of population.

Did even the khmer Rouge vaxx up 80% of their own populations with possible poison?  

Athenian
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We have kinder gentler killing fields now.
PerilouseTimes
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mostly peaceful. Defo safe and effective ones.
Juche Tony
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We call our killing fields "women's health care" and "freedom of choice".
DrClawhammer
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Solid parallel in history. 
GiantLdaV
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The destruction of the GP Private Practice was a policy followed in the West for 40 years.

How many of you remember those medical centers that appeared in the 1980's that employed young doctors that didn't have the
financial resources to immediately set up their own practice?

Doctors went from being independent health providers in their own practice to employees that could be sacked or have their
medical licence removed for simply telling the truth and opposing the agenda.

Do you see how CRITICAL this was to the success of the COVID PSYOP?

They planned all this for a century and especially from the 1960's - most people can't conceive of such long term planning - but
the Cabal is dedicated.

Onthebeach6
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Sounds like you are familiar with the Plan: https://drrichardday.wordpress.com/audio/

Worth listening to.  So much has come to pass, and the citizens know nothing.  

PMS Mainstreeter
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She reminds me of the nurse in "Critical Care."

Nothing is more disheartening than the lemming students claiming to be traumatized. Jesus, what happened to my people?
Those students will one day be the admin types that terminated Moon. They are the death of Western medicine.

Al Armed
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They are the death of the West
Known Fact
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She can't just go around spreading fear unnecessarily by telling the truth.
HarryBallsack
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we live in occupied America. the only way to stop this parasitic deep state is civil war or death of the US. I'm a patriot and I
cannot believe that I actually have to say this but there is no way to stop a demon and unless you starve it

Divine Freedom
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A US civil war is a key globunist objective.  After 3 - 4 years of a brutal civil war grind down, the inflow of weapons &
ammunition to various "sides" in the conflict will "mysteriously" dry up, and UN troops composed primarily of Russian and
Chinese troops (with tag-alongs, like North Korean troops, among others) will be "invited" in to "restore stability".  

Gloobus Floobus
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Or slay it.
Moakie Jones
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We all know these "vaccines" are a total bust. We all know that we all know. It's already public knowledge. And yet the media,
legal, banking, regulatory, and supranational apparatus is still doing everything in its power to silence people at the behest of their
biopharmaceutical paymasters.

If the law doesn't protect us from them, it shouldn't protect them from us.

Maniac_NV
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Not a bust. Very effective
cocoa2000
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True. At killing people.
Maniac_NV
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What could happen and big pharma is going to hate it ...

1.) You cannot have universal healthcare when poison is being pushed why should people pay to murder fellow citizens? 

2.) All the protections for big pharma need to be removed. If they want too profit from pushing their products they have too
be made too assume all liability and compensate those injured and killed.

Right now they have abused both of those points for their own personal profit. 

GreatUncle
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Truth suffers in this lawless nation..!
Skip59
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"My students again stated that they were traumatized and harmed by that discussion, in a discussion group in a graduate-level
medical school," Dr. Moon said. "This is happening nationwide. Our students have lost that ability, I think, to tolerate critical
thinking, and to hear perspectives that are different than the main narrative or the main party line that is being pushed."

The country's future, pussified MD's. Don't ever go to a doctor under 50. EVER!!!

Aja
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COVID-19 Vaccines and Boosters Were Never Made With mRNA.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/covid-19-vaccines-and-boosters-were-never-made-with-mrna-5416427
https://archive.is/essKx

For the first time in human history, the gene regulatory program of healthy people has been manipulated on a massive scale.
Despite everything we’ve been told, RNA-based COVID-19 injections were manufactured with modified RNA—not messenger
RNA (mRNA). Modified RNA (modRNA) poses substantial risks to our health.
https://www.floridahealth.gov/newsroom/2023/02/20230215-updated-health-
alert.pr.html#:~:text=Fraiman%20J%20et%20al%2C%20Vaccine,%2C%20Bell's%20palsy%2C%20and%20encephalitis.

These risks come not only from COVID-19 injections and boosters but—unless we speak up now—also from all future RNA-
based vaccines. We have been told that COVID-19 injections are made with mRNA. However, a vaccine using “natural” mRNA
would not last long enough to initiate an immune response before being destroyed by our immune system. To make mRNA useful
for routine medicine, scientists had to artificially modify mRNA to increase both its efficiency and lifetime.

The result: modRNA.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0753332221007356?via%3Dihub

modRNA has been optimized for long life and maximal translation. While mRNA exhibits a cell-specific expression pattern,
modRNA can invade nearly every cell type. The vaccine and booster modRNA will continue to produce spike protein (for weeks or
even months, which is entirely different from a natural infection), as our cell machinery (e.g., the enzyme RNase) cannot destroy
the artificial modRNA. https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/rna-based-vaccine-technology-the-trojan-horse-did-not-contain-
mrna-5195804

https://archive.is/SixYQ

Researchers have found that some severe cases of COVID-19 were not due to the presence of the virus but to a dysregulation of
the immune system (called a “cytokine storm”).

https://www.mdpi.com/1648-9144/58/2/144

In June 2023, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, some of these adverse effects were made public when
previously confidential reports by BioNTech to the European Medicines Agency (EMA) were released.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/confidential-eu-documents-deaths-pfizer-biontech-shots/?itm_term=home

https://archive.is/LsTe4

The reports included data collected during a six-month period from December 2021 to June 2022 and cumulative data beginning
December 2020 (pdf).

https://tkp.at/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/3.PSUR-1.pdf

The data revealed 3,280 fatalities among a group of 508,351 individuals receiving the vaccine during a combined period that
included clinical trials and post marketing. These deaths, and tens of thousands of serious adverse events, happened during a
period when the vaccine makers insisted the modRNA-based injections were safe. Injected modRNA can result in thrombosis
followed by stroke, myocardial infarction, or pulmonary embolism and can promote the formation of blood clots inside blood
vessels. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/iid3.807 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/iid3.807
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.0608647104 https://www.pnas.org/doi/epdf/10.1073/pnas.0608647104

It is nonsensical that any cell in our body would be programmed to produce as much of a viral protein as possible for as long as
possible. This is highly contrary to natural viral infection and will result in hyper-activation of the immune system.

Forcing perfectly healthy people to take a gene-based modRNA injection—sold as a vaccine—is both unethical and dangerous.

Travag
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Not to mention a deliberate FRAUD.
Balderdash2030
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Didn't she get the memo that clearly states that telling the truth inside the Empire of Lies will get you ostracized.
A r i s i n g
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If the empire has its way, telling the truth will get you lobotomized...
Gloobus Floobus
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The Washington Medical Commission (WMC) has proven itself complicit in global genocide.

I do not believe that "Health Care" actually exists today.

"Health Care" providers are behaving in exactly the same ways that Nazi doctors behaved - they follow their orders.

Onthebeach6
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This period in history will be looked back upon as the time the progressive idiots took over and pushed garbage insanity down
normally rational people's throats. BUT guaranteed the progressives will have moved on and do everything in their power to make
sure no one remembers what complete idiots they were. 

yerfej
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It is truly the modern incarnation of the Dark Ages.
Detective Miller
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It's a zero-sum game.   Never thought we'd come to that. 

I hope you're right though ... in ten years the  progressives will somehow have moved on and we can all just shake our
heads at how stupid we were in the 20's. 

Zorch
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Yes they will have moved on BUT they will be just be pushing some other variation of the grift, its ALL they've got.
NOTICE how everything they're selling to the common useful idiots is a DREAM in an attempt to negate REALITY. Look at
EVERY large city they manage and every policy is destructive based on pretending they can buy and influence
degenerate filth and make them friends. AND its ALL done with someone else's money.

yerfej
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I will spend the rest of my life reminding them. In fact I intend to make a career out of it.
BorgNine
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Washington state...

The state that saw its governor waste tens of millions of dollars on a COVID military hospital that saw ZERO patients...

The state that during COVID lost hundreds of millions of dollars in unemployment funds from a scam...

The state where early on after COVID hit had its largest city Seattle plastered with "encouraging" messages rooted in nothing but
pride like "We Got This" all around Downtown, only to shortly thereafter see the area abandoned by businesses and its sidewalks
lined with tents filled with drug addicts...

If you're sensing something seriously wrong with the state of Washington, it's not you, there is.

Mighty Hawk
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You still take your life in your hands venturing downtown Seattle without masks.
Detective Miller
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We have become the old Soviet Union but the technology to impose tyranny on individuals has vastly improved. 
Lord Raglan
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AND the people who are supposedly 'educamated' are actually just brainwashed morons.
yerfej
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Everyone of potential importance who goes against the official plandemic narrative gets cancelled or fired.  What does that tell
you?  What do the "narrators" fear so much that they have to resort to such drastic measures?  Science is a self-correcting
process.  Hypotheses are presented, tested over and over, and the observable results are the truth.  There is no real "science"
with any of this.  From the get-go, all who questioned ANYTHING that Big Pharma or Big Brother put out about this scam was
met with immediate rebuke.

Learn, people... LEARN... and use your common sense.

eyewillcomply
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And these are supposedly the best students in America...worthless.
2banana

"My students again stated that they were traumatized and harmed by that discussion, in a discussion
group in a graduate-level medical school," 
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Washington Medical Commission (WMC) ... "erode[s] the public trust in the medical profession and endanger[s] patients..."
snblitz
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Our students have lost that ability, I think, to tolerate critical thinking

Not the ones in med school, they never had it.  The students that have been selected for med school in the last 10 years, even
longer in some cases, are only chosen based on DEI and leftist politics.  When a doctor comes out as ultra pro vax, many times
you'll find a lack of science background.  Kind of like Fauci the classics major.  

Blankenstein
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Sad story all the way around.  Unbelievable how this woman is being treated.  But what is rally amazing is the statement that
medical students were filing complaints of being traumatized by her comments. My goodness!!  These aren't 15-year-olds, these
are medical students probably 22, 23 years old or older.  Think about that and then think about the next generation of doctors.  It
will be very necessary in the future to vet your doctor, like you would vet a house painter or a used car salesman.

4WIW
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Even 15 year olds should be able to debate and not be traumatized. 
Ms.Creant
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Maybe the students are working on their Social Credit Scores.
daedon
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Traumatized by being taught basic pandemic responses that have been tested and refined over a hundred years? These are the
imbeciles and robots that will be future doctors?

In fact here's the future, a computer program will offer differential diagnosis, issue the highest priced pharma drug, and send you
on your way. 

Gravel Rash

My students again stated that they were traumatized and harmed by that discussion
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And the computer will do a cost/benefit/profit analysis.
Nelbev
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I want a doctor like that treating treating ne a warzone. 

😄

 
Fully Incazzated
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Most medical practice is already done by way of flow charts. So it's already done by rote in a mechanized kind of way: input
symptoms and/or lab results; kick out flow charts listing the various steps to treat the patient. Start with this or that drug and
move on to the next drug or surgical procedure, and so on. And everything of the flow chart is a Big Pharma medication. The
more expensive, the better. There's no skill or though involved. 

bloofer
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All of this is after a 4 minute "consultation" where the Doc scans a report made up by the intake nurse and nods a couple
of times.

Thunderbox
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The truth cannot be stopped...A tsunami is coming. 
Attila the Fun
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Remember... they wanted those who refused the jabs to be rounded up and force vaccinated or better yet just killed. Well say
hello to Karma bitches... I have no compassion for the vaxx idiots.  

aegis551
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Little shit-birds were traumatized by hearing that the vaxx wasn’t 100% effective?!? 

You can’t make physicians out of goddamned idiots like that, they aren’t fit to fry French fries in a McDonald’s.

 

Donny Brook Ben Dover
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great post.

They are probably DEI minority-promoted med students not the least qualified to be doctors.  They will unfortunately kill a lot
of patients.

Lord Raglan
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My neighbor was a perfectly healthy doctor then he was found dead on a local bicycle trail several months after mass injections
started. Many doctors have suffered this fate yet these chumps at WSU are still punishing their colleagues who raise alarm for
obvious reasons. I have less respect for doctors than any profession. 

Magnum
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These students who complained they were "traumatized" should never, ever be allowed to practice medicine until they can prove
they are capable of the reasonable analysis of data.  Pathetic NPCs--God help any patients that have the misfortune to be under
their care.

Bastiat
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They will never be capable of reasoned or reasonable analysis of data.  They are propaganda parrots with "god junior"
complexes, and they aim to become the highest-paid "god complex" propaganda parrots possible.  

Gloobus Floobus
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"The Washington Medical Commission (WMC) has said that doctors who offer misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines,
treatments, and preventative measures "erode the public trust in the medical profession and endanger patients," that people
should lodge complaints against doctors who allegedly provide misinformation, and that it may revoke the licenses of doctors
who are found to have spread misinformation."

What a flat out lie. And one in which is extremely obvious to anyone who cares about the TRUTH.

Those medical students traumatized and harmed by critical thinking is LAUGHABLE

We have overgrown libtard babies in med school now. What a shame! 

But good for Dr.Moon in standing her ground against the medical industrial complex and Big pharma that funds it

CatInTheHat
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They themselves are eroding the public trust.
Fully Incazzated
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The whole government is in on these death shots.

46 labs
Hunter Biden's Metabiota Labs Received Tens of Millions of Dollars in DOD Contracts - Experimented with Bat Viruses in at least
One Biolab
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/02/hunter-bidens-metabiota-labs-received-tens-millions-dollars-dod-contracts-
experimented-bat-viruses-least-one-biolab/

Bradley1234
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Wow. Can't tell what is true. If all of that is true, or even parts of it, the government is nothing short of a supremely evil villain,
the likes of which no movie or novel has ever had the audacity to portray, simply because no one would believe it. 

It is too late, if a good part of that is true.   

Ms.Creant
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The globunist shadowgov and its associated deep state organizations that serve as "user interface tools" between the
globunist oligarchs and the masses in essentially all "countries" are indeed extraordinarily evil.  

Gloobus Floobus
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Exactly why I would never go to a doctor under age 50.

They are churning out little government watchdogs instead of doctors now.

It took us over a year after covid to find an old school doctor. We ditched our GP when they were recommending the Vax.

 

Ranger_Rick
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The rules for choosing doctors has long been to get an old one with experience, or a young one with new technology, but in
the middle it's all rubbish.

I tried a couple of younger doctors ten years ago, total busts.  OMG.

Found an older guy I liked, but I could watch his brain turning to cheese, he was hospitalized for COVID in Feb 2020, got
back to practice in June, then retired in July, just as well really, and I'm sure there was some event that triggered it but I
never heard.

I got a young guy now and so far it's been pretty good, but mostly I don't bother him much and he doesn't bother me much,
we're frankly afraid to talk to each other, but he did leak a few COVID vaccine horrors to me, so there's probably some good
stuff there if he doesn't lose his license.

YMMV

I Write Code
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Believe it or not, our new doctor told us to order some ivermectin from an alternate source and keep it on hand.

He said he didn't know if it would be as effective next time on another strain but he was convinced it was the best
treatment for the last one.

 

Ranger_Rick
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Could he tell you how he came to that conclusion?
I Write Code
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My young doctor still wears a mask. I go there for blood work, and then find natural treatments. 
Fully Incazzated
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Those MD govt. watchdogs will be ever-so-happy to snitch on their patients in the future for any deviation from govt.-
mandated "treatments".  

Gloobus Floobus
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"This is happening nationwide. Our students have lost that ability, I think, to tolerate critical thinking, and to hear perspectives that
are different than the main narrative or the main party line that is being pushed."

So true! My wife's niece is currently working towards a Phd. of Neurology, or something like that.. What strikes me in talking to
her is how brittle her worldview is when challenged on just about anything related to "science". She is going to end up being a
teacher of medical students. Any class she teaches that involves any critical thinking is going not end well for either her students
or her. It is a train wreck that can be seen from a mile away..

RiNS
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They'll eventually dig their own graves and fall into it willingly.  They are at the origin of their own Darwin Awards.
RaymondAubrac
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Pfizer has been a longtime provider of research funds to WSU.  Money talks.
Downhill from here
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Always. Follow the money...
Sid Finch
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PREMIUM 3 days ago (Edited)

.

 

  

Eck
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Applying for a job, just recently I was asked if I was "vaxed"? I said NO defiantly. Then asked if I would, if offered a job?
Again said NO. I didn’t get the job. Fuch corporate America and FJB!

TheAntiGov
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.

Eck
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PREMIUM 3 days ago

Thank you Dr. Moon. Many appreciate your sacrafices and stand with you. 

overbet
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As a physician for over 30 years, I find this criminal, on the part of wsu medical school (All lower case do to my lack of respect for
wsu).

There are physicians who I work with, that are the best at conforming to the narrative at hand. If they tell them it is a vaccine and
aren't told that there is anything wrong with it, then they are all in. They become the choir. No analytical thought process going on,
no critical thinking. Which is what we were taught back in the day, to be independent thinkers.

Sadly, the vast majority of clinicians have become followers. There are the few of us who are critical thinkers and apply analytical
thought. The old adage still applies, "If it looks like shit and smells like shit, don't step in it." Don't worry, it ain't shit, just keep
walking. 

🫣

Speculum
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We are past the point of no return.
watchingtheslide
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That is certainly possible.  

How likely is it an anti parasitic, for whatever reason, can effectively mitigate even the lethality for the already vaxxed as a
true countermeasure?

Why is an anti parasitic positively remedying covid?  

Athenian
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It's a protease inhibitor. You don't know what a protease is do you?
acementhead
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Is this why you still cannot get a doctor's prescription to buy?  But must buy, and for how long, from elsewhere or as an
animal medication?

Frankly it was very overtly and determinedly suppressed.  To this day.  And to be entirerly fair, Trump was the first place I
ever heard of it being mentioned.. 

Athenian
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This is how unproven and off the wall ivermectin is.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34466270/

 

Athenian

Ivermectin: a multifaceted drug of Nobel prize-honoured distinction with indicated efficacy against a
new global scourge, COVID-19
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Good for her, if you want to be in the survivor club that’s what needs done. After the coming depression, those who’ve done this
to us all will be held accountable.

BGen. Jack Ripper
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Excess deaths post pandemic in highly vaxxed countries are in millions. Mengele murdered what, 100 people ?

No wonder they are pushing every immaginable smokescreen agenda from aliens, trans insanity and everything else in between.

rizzo





3 days agoPeterLong
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Mengele didn't murder anyone.
PeterLong
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This country has had it and the hammer is not just coming from the top down, it's from 50 percent of the people right beside you
Known Fact
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These people need to be strung up by their toes.
Krink26
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Next step almost was .. So if I need to go to a hospital in Washington State, they will refuse to treat me since I am unvaccinated?
.. and fire people who disagree?

Hey, Bill Gates funded massive vaccination stuff at U Wash, need to do what you need to do keep that money coming.

Nelbev
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This is not how real science is conducted 
2banana
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This is fucking insane, Banana!
Sam Adam's Ghost
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Trust The Science

™

ReichstagFireDept.
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"If you"re not allowed to question, you're not allowed to think.  If you're not allowed to think, you're most certainly in a cult"  Sol
Luckman

Freedoman
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Covid cult.

NICE!

aicohn
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We are fighting evil.
AA1
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WTF is wrong with those medical students? They're traumatized and harmed by critical thinking? 

This country is fùcked.

ants in the pantry
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Those medical students are the norm for today's medical students.  Be very scared for where healthcare is going. 
BirdDoctor
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As the government lowered the age children could take a whole battery of vaccines, the autism rate rose from 1 in 1000 thirty
years ago to 1 in 136 today.

Jackprong
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"The Washington Medical Commission (WMC) has said that doctors who offer misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines,
treatments, and preventative measures "erode the public trust in the medical profession and endanger patients, ..."

That is so fucking creepy.

Stuck on Zero
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My doctor loves all the COVID vaccine crap!  I'm just there for the readings.  No more vaccines for me FOREVER!
Jackprong
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Is there any "public trust" left to erode ?
daedon
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She is correct.  My heart is toast.  Thanks Fauci,Gates, NIH Collins and  BatLady.  Those demons should be rotting in prison. 
They killed millions and have maimed many many more with their genetically engineered bioweapon.

Thebighouse
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Maybe LeBron feels that way by now? Hope you get better, look for McCullough's protocol.
Fully Incazzated
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Nah, the globunist oligarchs will just toss a few million $ to Bronny, and Bronny will appear in a commercial
promoting vaxxxines for the next plandemic.  His dad will appear in the commercial dressed as in a BSL-4 suit, yelling "I
researched it!"

Gloobus Floobus
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The need for private, competing licensing companies is blatantly obvious. First of all, the present system restricts ttd number of
doctors available, therefore increasing costs. Second of all, it restricts the type of treatments offered to those encourage do by
Big Pharma.

 

With competing licensing we would have a free market way to judge competency.

 

If Covid proved anything is that most doctors are not critical thinkers and are just drug pushers. 

Thank you doctor Moon, Gold, Tenpenny and others for being the few with courage to speak up. To the rest of the doctors and
nurses, shame on you! We no longer blindly trust you,  and before I forget fuck you Fauci, Walensky!!! Rot in hell!

 

 

Fully Incazzated
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In Biden’s American pediatricians should only concentrate on sexually mutilating children.
Rattling Bones
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Funny, but not funny.
Fully Incazzated
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When did the US become the old USSR?  The Cultural Revolution too happening in the US.
Nelbev
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January 20, 2009.

Joshua2415
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"Fundamental transformation"
watchinthewheelsgoroundandround
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Fundamental "trans"-fomation, per Big Mike.
Gloobus Floobus
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""The [Washington Medical Commission] has asked the public and practitioners to report possible spread of
misinformation. There are components of your presentation that could be interpreted as a possible spread," they wrote.
"As such, we are ethically obligated to make a report to the WMC to investigate possible breach of this expectation."": 
Right out of George Orwell's "1984".  

Le Baron
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"...   that people should lodge complaints against doctors who allegedly provide Wrong Think ..."

There, fixed it for them.

Quyatburp

 ... that people should lodge complaints against doctors who allegedly provide misinformation ...
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The entire system comprises garbage people in positions of authority.
Al Capone
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The Peter Principle in action.
Bogerman
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the truth is already apparent.  

travel through any large town or city and just observe-

I drove past a local brewery in an outer suburb of Portland- it was a really nice place as far as i could see from my car- it was 7pm
on a beautiful summer Friday night and the place should have been packed.  But it wasn’t- it was absolutely deserted.  where is
everyone?

the vaxxed + boosted comprise the majority of society, esp in leftist enclaves like Portland, and it appears they are either too sick
to leave their homes or they’re just gone.  

Commoner4
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The mooring fields around Osterville, MA are relatively empty.  Usually getting a mooring is a bit of a blood sport.  It's very
strange to see.  Are the people too ill to contemplate using their boat, or are they just dead?

sparky139
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Jesus, we almost had a lack of consensus there. Thank God she exposed her integrity so we could fire and censor her
immediately. Better get the deep state spy bots working harder. People with integrity should be weeded out when they are still in
school. 

Signed, 

Bill, Klaus & Fauci. 

Dead_Residents
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Dr. Moon is a true hero. 
 

speaking the truth in a world of deceit is an act of courage. 

Survival Shield X2
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So they acknowledge that because information was "changing", they left the inserts blank?

And people were just supposed accept that shit?

 

StuffyourVAXX
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Even worse, she is supposed to back this, with her reputation and patients' lives on the line, when they are giving out no
information [       ]. Add in that she is making observations and asking questions that bring the safety into question, like a
scientist is trained to do, but she is supposed to back it? When she is the one ultimately responsible for her patients well
being? And technically can be sued for malpractice if she thinks this is wrong, and goes along with it any way? 

It is beyond.

Ms.Creant
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The Gene Therapy is the Dirtest secret of all!  And they are doing our babies and our youngest! Date of roll out Dec 2020   Come
Dec 2025 many,many will succum to this harm of the blood system. Our hospitals will collaspe, with the overload<of course this
gene therapy, won't be connected :(

Fred box
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If you think the medical profession is crap now, wait until her students flood the arena.
WadeBaker
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sounds like medical schools are admitting left wingers who will follow the dogma and not think critically
WS30
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Been that way for over 40 years.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy
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"Dr. Moon said she's concerned about medical schools no longer serving as venues for discussion and critical thinking"

Yepp, it's not just medical schools, it's all schools from primary up.

Education has been replaced by catechism.

Egreigious
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Yeah, and nothing improves public trust in authority like a ban on ever criticizing said authority. I suppose some Harvard
psychology "experts" told them that.

BorgNine

doctors who offer misinformation about COVID-19 vaccines, treatments, and preventative measures
"erode the public trust in the medical profession and endanger patients,"
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Doctors will need to push back by going into private practice, being Independent contractors, having their own offices just like the
way it was 50 years ago.

HomerToeclipper
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also may have to move to free states as certain states will still pull their license for "misinformation"
WS30
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"At this time, the needs of the college are moving in a different direction ..."

And that would be 'away from critical thinking and truth, toward compliance with the narrative and lies ...   Yes, of course it
would. 

Zorch
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Pfizer C-19 Contract Jan 23, 2023: Mass Murder by the US government DOD, HHS & Big pharmaceutical

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ziLLqfOoPDTy/

Watch First:
Starting @ the 1hr 9-minute mark

 Then watch the complete video after watching the 1hrs 9-minute section of the video.

Listen to her describe Pfizer contract in detail with the US government 

 

Bradley1234
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Eat shit, censorship nazis.
desertdog
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Goes to show you the truth of the matter.

If she was a looney they would have evidence to refute.  Instead, removed of her livelihood as a warning to anyone else.

 

 

 

Bossua
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Screw Washington State and screw Washington D.C.

 

HonorSeeker
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Feels like 1776.
paranoid.dragon
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1789 was more exciting.
Fully Incazzated
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Another ZHer posted this, but in terms of how the state retaliated, a lot of similarities:

“Out of the 56 signers of the Declaration of Independence, five were captured by the British and brutally tortured as traitors.
Nine fought in the War for Independence and died from wounds or from hardships they suffered. Two lost their sons in the
Continental Army. Another two had sons captured. At least a dozen of the fifty-six had their homes pillaged and burned.

What kind of men were they? Twenty-five were lawyers or jurists. Eleven were merchants. Nine were farmers or large
plantation owners. One was a teacher, one a musician, and one a printer. These were men of means and education, yet they
signed the Declaration of Independence, knowing full well that the penalty could be death if they were captured.

In the face of the advancing British Army, the Continental Congress fled from Philadelphia to Baltimore on December 12,
1776. It was an especially anxious time for John Hancock, the President, as his wife had just given birth to a baby girl. Due
to the complications stemming from the trip to Baltimore, the child lived only a few months.

William Ellery's signing at the risk of his fortune proved only too realistic. In December 1776, during three days of British
occupation of Newport, Rhode Island, Ellery's house was burned, and all his property destroyed.

Richard Stockton, a New Jersey State Supreme Court Justice, had rushed back to his estate near Princeton after signing the
Declaration of Independence to find that his wife and children were living like refugees with friends. They had been betrayed
by a Tory sympathizer who also revealed Stockton's own whereabouts. British troops pulled him from his bed one night,
beat him and threw him in jail where he almost starved to death. When he was finally released, he went home to find his
estate had been looted, his possessions burned, and his horses stolen. Judge Stockton had been so badly treated in prison
that his health was ruined and he died before the war's end. His surviving family had to live the remainder of their lives off
charity.

Carter Braxton was a wealthy planter and trader. One by one his ships were captured by the British navy. He loaned a large
sum of money to the American cause; it was never paid back. He was forced to sell his plantations and mortgage his other
properties to pay his debts.

Thomas McKean was so hounded by the British that he had to move his family almost constantly. He served in the

GiantLdaV
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Thomas McKean was so hounded by the British that he had to move his family almost constantly. He served in the
Continental Congress without pay, and kept his family in hiding.

Vandals or soldiers or both looted the properties of Clymer, Hall, Harrison, Hopkinson and Livingston. Seventeen lost
everything they owned.

Thomas Heyward, Jr., Edward Rutledge and Arthur Middleton, all of South Carolina, were captured by the British during the
Charleston Campaign in 1780. They were kept in dungeons at the St. Augustine Prison until exchanged a year later.

At the Battle of Yorktown, Thomas Nelson, Jr. noted that the British General Cornwallis had taken over the family home for
his headquarters. Nelson urged General George Washington to open fire on his own home. This was done, and the home
was destroyed. Nelson later died bankrupt.

Francis Lewis also had his home and properties destroyed. The British jailed his wife for two months, and that and other
hardships from the war so affected her health that she died only two years later.

"Honest John" Hart, a New Jersey farmer, was driven from his wife's bedside when she was near death. Their thirteen
children fled for their lives. Hart's fields and his grist mill were laid waste. For over a year he eluded capture by hiding in
nearby forests. He never knew where his bed would be the next night and often slept in caves. When he finally returned
home, he found that his wife had died, his children disappeared, and his farm and stock were completely destroyed. Hart
himself died in 1779 without ever seeing any of his family again.

Such were the stories and sacrifices typical of those who risked everything to sign the Declaration of Independence. These
men were not wild-eyed, rabble-rousing ruffians. They were soft-spoken men of means and education. They had security,
but they valued liberty more. Standing tall, straight, and unwavering, they pledged: 

"For the support of this declaration, with a firm reliance on the
protection of the Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each
other, our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor."
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I think these men for their sacrifices. The British Empire was evil.
Fully Incazzated
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Don't you dare speak the truth!
Hooter Shaker
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The package insert is intentionally blank because the "vaccine" is a military response to a presumed intentional release of a bio-
weapon by more than one colluding government, and as such, no one will be held accountable for the massive slaughter of its
recipients who are suddenly dying en masse.  Capiche?

bkwaz4
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